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Abstrat

We study highly expressive query languages for unordered data trees, using as formal vehiles

Ative XML and extensions of languages in the while family. All languages may be seen as adding

some form of ontrol on top of a set of basi pattern queries. The results highlight the impat and

interplay of di�erent fators: the expressive power of basi queries, the embedding of omputation

into data (as in Ative XML), and the use of deterministi vs. nondeterministi ontrol. All languages

are Turing omplete, but not neessarily query omplete in the sense of Chandra and Harel. Indeed,

we show that some ombinations of features yield serious limitations, analogous to FO

k
de�nability in

the relational ontext. On the other hand, the limitations ome with bene�ts suh as the existene

of powerful normal forms providing opportunities for optimization. Other languages are �almost�

omplete, but fall short beause of subtle limitations reminisent of the opy elimination problem in

objet databases.

1 Introdution

In reent years, there has been muh interest in query languages on trees, motivated by the ubiquity

of XML. Most formal studies have foused on languages of limited expressiveness, with an eye towards

e�ient evaluation and tratable stati analysis. In this paper, we onsider the other end of the spetrum:

highly expressive query languages for trees with data. Moreover, we fous on unordered trees, motivated

by onsiderations familiar from lassial databases, inluding opportunities for optimization provided

by set-oriented proessing. Our languages use simple tree pattern queries as basi building bloks, and

various forms of ontrol to build omplex programs. As in the relational ase, it is easy to obtain languages

that are Turing omplete, that is, providing full omputational power. However, suh languages are not

neessarily query omplete. Indeed, some of them fail to express very simple queries (suh as the parity

of the number of data values in the doument).

To study suh languages, we use as a onvenient vehile the language Ative XML (AXML) [1℄. The

language is appealing for suh a study beause it provides a powerful, elegant mehanism for overoming

limitations suh as above and ontrolling expressiveness. We illustrate this aspet informally next.

Example 1.1 Consider the tree

set

elem

α1

elem

α2

. . . elem

αn
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This doument represents a set of data elements {α1, α2, . . . , αn}. Consider the parity query, asking

whether n is even or odd. This query is notoriously di�ult to express in lassial relational languages.

Now onsider AXML, whih allows embedding funtion alls inside trees. Computation in AXML is based

on making alls to these funtions, whih evaluate tree pattern queries. For example, one possibility is

to add a funtion !fun under the root:

set

elem

α1

elem

α2

. . . elem

αn

!fun

It turns out that with this plaement of the funtion (referred to as isolated), no AXML program

using basi tree pattern queries an ompute the parity of the set {α1, α2, . . . , αn}. Intuitively, similarly

to the relational ase, the problem lies in the inability to break the symmetry between the set elements

in the ourse of the omputation. Now onsider instead the following embedding, plaing additional

funtions !fun next to every data value:

set

elem

α1 !fun

elem

α2 !fun

. . . elem

αn !fun

!fun

With this embedding (referred to as dense), an AXML program using basi tree pattern queries an

easily ompute the parity of the data domain. Intuitively, this is due to the ability to break symmetry

using alls to funtions attahed to eah element, in nondeterministially hosen order. �

Our investigation fouses on the impat on expressiveness of ode embedding in onjuntion with

the power of the basi tree pattern queries. We also onsider extensions to trees of highly expressive

relational languages of the while family, and establish tight onnetions with the AXML languages. The

results highlight the interplay of various language features on expressiveness. They provide insight into

the spei�ity of unordered data trees, while also showing some interesting extensions of lassial results.

In partiular, we show how the notion of FO

k
de�nability an be lifted to the ontext of data trees,

yielding a powerful tool for understanding the expressiveness of various languages. We also enounter

a new inarnation of the well-known opy elimination problem [5℄, arising in expressive relational and

objet-oriented languages.

The AXML model has proven useful in many senarios. While our fous here is on its ability to de�ne

queries, understanding its expressiveness is of interest beyond querying itself. For example, AXML has

been proposed as a high-level spei�ation framework for data-entri work�ows [2, 6℄, beause it is

partiularly well suited to desribe work�ows whose stages orrespond to an evolving doument. In this

ontext, it is of interest to understand the onnetion between starting and �nal states of the work�ow.

For instane, this transformation underlies the notion of dominane [11℄, introdued as a basi way to

ompare the expressiveness of work�ow formalisms, and is also useful when performing abstration in

hierarhial work�ows, by replaing a sub-work�ow with a signature speifying the onnetion between

its inputs and outputs. Stati analysis an also bene�t from information on the expressiveness of AXML

fragments, primarily for proving negative results.

We brie�y desribe the abstration of AXML used here, based on the GAXML variant of [6℄. An

instane onsists of a forest of unordered, unranked trees whose internal nodes are labeled by tags from

a �nite alphabet, and whose leaves are labeled by tags, data values from an in�nite alphabet, or funtion

symbols. The ativation of funtions, as well as their return, are ontrolled by guards, whih are Boolean

ombinations of tree pattern queries. Trees evolve under two types of ations: funtion alls and funtion

returns. A funtion all reates a fresh workspae initialized by a simple tree-pattern-based query on the

urrent instane. The workspae may in turn ontain funtion alls, and workspaes an thus be reated

reursively. The answer to a funtion all onsists of a forest whih is the answer to a query applied to

the �nal state of its workspae. AXML typially adopts a nondeterministi ontrol semantis, by whih

transitions are aused by the all or return of a single arbitrarily hosen funtion whose orresponding

guard is true. Alternatively, one an adopt a natural deterministi semantis under whih all alls and

returns whose guards are true are �red simultaneously (analogously to Datalog rules). We an view

AXML as a query language whose input is an initial instane and whose output is a tree produed under
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a designated root (say Out). We refer to GAXML viewed as a query language as QAXML thereby

stressing that its main role is as a query language.

The main ontribution of our work is to highlight new fundamental aspets of querying unordered

data trees. Our investigation of the expressibility of query languages for suh trees an be viewed as

a ontinuation of works on relational languages (see, e.g., [4℄) and objet-oriented languages [5℄. As

disussed earlier, we pay speial attention to the impat on expressiveness of the embedding of funtions

into data, in ombinations with restritions on the tree patterns used by funtions, and deterministi or

nondeterministi semantis.

A �rst group of results fouses on the ase when the funtions are isolated from the data (by disal-

lowing all but trivial embeddings, as in the �rst embedding in Example 1.1), and the queries used by

funtions manipulate only data values rather than full subtrees. We show that the resulting expressive-

ness is analogous to relational languages in the spirit of embedded SQL, onsisting of a Turing omplete

programming language interating with an underlying database by �rst-order (FO) queries. In the re-

lational ase, suh languages are formalized by the relational mahine, or equivalently, languages of the

while family augmented with integers [7℄. Reall that despite their Turing ompleteness, these languages

are far from query omplete; in fat, they are de�nable in Lω
∞ω (in�nitary logi with bounded number

of variables), they have a 0-1 law, and annot ompute even �simple� queries suh as the parity of the

domain. We de�ne analogous languages (and nondeterministi variants) for trees and show that QAXML

with isolated funtions is equivalent to the tree variant of while with integers. This allows proving lim-

itations in expressive power analogous to the relational ase, but also yields similarly powerful normal

forms. For example, every suh QAXML query with isolated funtions an be evaluated in three phases:

(i) a ptime pre-proessing data analysis phase on the trees; (ii) a omputation with no data; and (iii) the

onstrution of the �nal answer in ptime (with respet to the answer). The normal from is a powerful

tehnial tool. It also suggests opportunities for optimization, sine the outome of the �rst phase may

be muh smaller than the original input. In partiular, Boolean queries require only phases (i) and (ii),

so an be omputed by �rst eliminating data by a ptime omputation, then arrying out the remaining

of the omputation on a potentially muh smaller instane with no data values. This may be seen as an

adaptation to trees of similar normal forms that hold in the relational ase, where the �rst pre-proessing

phase an be de�ned by a �xpoint query [4, 16℄. The normal form is also a key tehnique in understanding

the relative expressiveness of various languages and showing sometimes surprising equivalenes. Thus, it

is instrumental in proving the equivalene of QAXML with isolated funtions and tree variants of while

with integers. It is also key in showing that the nondeterminism does not inrease the ability of QAXML

with isolated funtions to express deterministi queries (ompared to the deterministi semantis).

The limited expressive power of QAXML with isolated funtions is alleviated by allowing arbitrary

embedding of funtions, yielding QAXML with dense funtions (as in the seond embedding in Example

1.1). In this ase, QAXML with nondeterministi semantis allows expressing any omputable query

over trees, i.e., QAXML is query omplete. Intuitively, this is beause funtion embedding allows some

form of data nondeterminism, i.e., the possibility to nondeterministially hoose a data value in a set.

This allows to nondeterministially ompute an ordering of the data values. With this ordering, the �rst

phase of the omputation permits to fully identify the input, thereby yielding query ompleteness.

We next onsider a deterministi semantis. Rather surprisingly, QAXML with dense funtions and

deterministi semantis is not query omplete, so in this ase nondeterminism does allow expressing more

deterministi queries. In fat, we enounter a phenomenon that has already been observed for languages

with value invention, namely the well-known opy elimination problem [5℄, preluding ompleteness even

for inputs and outputs of bounded depth. Intuitively, one an obtain several opies of the result, but

the language does not permit retaining only one �nal opy.

In the bulk of our study, variables in queries denote atomi data values. We also onsider variables

denoting subtrees. The use of tree variables provides queries with the ability to perform omplex subtree

manipulations. As a result, the expressive power is substantially inreased. In partiular, deterministi

QAXML beomes query omplete even with isolated funtions. Interestingly, the nondeterministi vari-

ant falls slightly short of ompleteness � it expresses a sublass of queries alled weakly nondeterministi,

orresponding intuitively to nondeterminism arising from ontrol rather than hoie of data. To render

the language fully omplete for nondeterministi queries, we need to go beyond isolated funtions, al-

though full density is not required. As a side e�et of the �rst result, we obtain a powerful normal form

for deterministi QAXML queries with tree variables: embedding of funtions an be entirely eliminated

with no loss of expressiveness. In the nondeterministi ase, embedded funtions an be eliminated from
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the input but must be allowed in intermediate instanes produed by funtion alls.

As previously, we exhibit lose onnetions between QAXML and languages of the while �avor,

allowing subtree manipulations. The while languages are simpler than the previous variants, sine integers

and other onstruts are no longer needed. The results also yield a normal form for the nondeterministi

variant of the while language, on�ning all nondeterminism to the last step in the omputation.

Related work Our investigation of AXML leverages various tehniques of the lassial theory of query

languages, inluding expressiveness of FO with a bounded number variables, normal forms, 0-1 laws, and

highly expressive languages. This bakground is reviewed in the next setion.

Query and transformation languages on trees have been widely investigated in the ontext of XML,

fousing on abstrations of fragments of XQuery, XPath, and XSLT (see the surveys [17, 18℄ and [14℄).

Many of these studies have foused on trees without data (i.e., over a �nite alphabet). More reently,

trees with data have been studied. Muh of this work is geared towards stati analysis, so aims to

apture omputations of limited expressiveness for whih questions suh as emptiness remain deidable

[10, 19, 20℄. There is little work on highly expressive languages on trees with data, and it usually adopts

a model of ordered unranked trees (siblings are ordered) [9, 12, 13, 15℄. In ontrast, we onsider a model

of unordered trees. This is in the spirit of the relational model where the order of tuples in relations is

immetarial. The intuition is that we fous on the essene of the information rather than on aspets of its

representation suh as an ordering of data elements. The absene of order is also a soure of opportunities

for optimization and set-oriented parallel proessing, and presents advantages for stati analysis. This

di�erene in fous renders our results inomparable to the ited work.

Organization After some preliminaries, Setion 3 introdues QAXML query languages. QAXML with

isolated funtions is studied in Setion 4 and with dense funtions in Setion 5. The impat of tree

variables (deep equality and tree opying) is disussed in Setion 6.

2 Preliminaries

We brie�y reall some bakground on relational query languages. See [4, 16℄ for formal and detailed

presentations. We assume an in�nite set dom of data values, and an in�nite set of variables, disjoint

from dom. A relational shema σ is a �nite set of relation symbols with assoiated arities. An instane

over σ provides a �nite relation of appropriate arity over dom for eah symbol in σ. First-order (FO)

queries over σ are de�ned as follows. An atom is R(x1, . . . , xm) or x1 = x2, where R is a relation in

σ of arity m and eah xi is a variable or data value (always interpreted by the identity). Formulas are

obtained by losing the set of atoms under ∧,∨,¬, ∀, and ∃, in the usual way. We use the standard

ative domain semantis, whih limits the ranges of variables to the data values ourring in the urrent

instane or in the query.

A query language is query omplete if it expresses all omputable queries. In the lassial relational

ontext, it is generally assumed that queries produe answers using only data values from the input

(perhaps augmented with a �nite set of values expliitly mentioned in the query) and that queries are

deterministi. Nondeterministi variants of query ompleteness have also been de�ned, some allowing

new values in answers to queries.

FO is not query omplete and in fat annot express simple queries suh as the transitive losure of

a graph. This an be partly alleviated by augmenting FO with a reursion mehanism. Many extensions

of FO with reursion onverge around two robust lasses of queries: �xpoint and while. We reall two

imperative languages expressing these lasses. The language while (homonymous with the lass) extends

FO with (i) relation variables to whih FO queries an be assigned (with destrutive semantis), and

(ii) a looping onstrut of the form while R 6= ∅ do. The while queries are those expressed in this

language. The �xpoint queries are expressed by while

+
, an in�ationary variant of while obtained by

giving umulative semantis to assignments and replaing the looping onstrut with while hange do.

Note that beause of the umulative assignment, the ontents of relation variables is inreasing. The

loop stops when two onseutive iterations produe no hange to the ontents of the relation variables

(i.e. a �xpoint is reahed). Clearly, every query in while

+
is in ptime with respet to the size of the input

(for �xed shema), and every query in while is in pspae. To break the pspae barrier, one possibility

is to make while Turing omplete by augmenting it with integer variables, inrement and derement
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instrutions, and looping of the form while i > 0 do. Indeed, this allows simulating ounters mahines,

whih are omputationally omplete. The extended language is denoted whileN. It partially ahieves the

goal of inreased expressiveness by being query omplete on ordered databases. However, there remain

very simple queries that are not expressible in the absene of order, suh as the parity of the domain.

A measure of the expressiveness limitations of whileN is that it has a 0-1 law, i.e. the probability that a

program with Boolean answer in this language returns true for instanes of size n onverges to zero or

to one when n goes to in�nity.

The expressiveness of whileN and variants of this language is illuminated by a powerful normal form

allowing to redue in ptime the evaluation of any suh program to a omputation on integers. Intuitively,

the integers orrespond to equivalene lasses of tuples that are manipulated together by the program.

More preisely, onsider a whileN program that refers to some �nite set C of data values, and whose FO

queries use at most k variables. It is easy to see that every relation onstruted in a spei� exeution

of the program is de�nable by omposing FO

k
formulas of the program (yielding another FO

k
formula).

Consider an instane I, the set C of onstants, and let ≡I,k,C be the equivalene relation on tuples of

arity l ≤ k de�ned as follows: for every ϕ ∈ FO

k
mentioning data values in C and having l free variables,

ā ∈ ϕ(I) i� b̄ ∈ ϕ(I). The following key fat holds (see [16℄). There exists a �xpoint query Φ (mentioning

data values in C) that, on input I, omputes the following:

• the equivalene lasses of ≡I,k,C ;

• a total order on the above equivalene lasses.

By de�nition, all relations onstruted from I by FO

k
formulas are unions of lasses of ≡I,k,C . Sine

the lasses are ordered, they an be viewed as integers, and eah relation as above as the set of integers

orresponding to the equivalene lasses it ontains. To show the normal form, one needs to be able to

evaluate an FO

k
formula diretly on the integer representation, without reourse to the atual equivalene

lasses. To do so, we need su�ient information on the ation of suh formulas on the equivalene lasses.

One an show that there exists a �nite set F k
of onjuntive queries with at most k variables suh that

every FO

k
formula over a given shema an be evaluated by applying queries in F k

, together with

union and negation. For eah q ∈ F k
, let a(q) be the number of atoms in q. It an be shown that

there exists a �xpoint query Ψ whih omputes, for eah q ∈ F k
, a relation Ationq providing, for eah

a(q)-tuple of equivalene lasses of ≡I,k,C , the result of applying q to that tuple. Clearly, the instane

Ation(I, k, C) = {Ationq | q ∈ F k} provides the needed information for evaluating FO

k
queries diretly

on the integers representing the equivalene lasses of ≡I,k,C . The normal form for whileN then follows.

As a useful appliation of the normal form tehnique, onsider the extension of whileN allowing to

store integers mixed together with data in relational variables, denoted while

∗
N
. More preisely, this is

done by an assignment instrution X := 〈i〉 where X is a unary relational variable and i an integer

variable. It turns out that this seemingly more powerful language remains equivalent to whileN. This

is shown by extending the normal form to while

∗
N
, by onsidering �slies� of relations sharing the same

integer omponents, and showing that their data portions remain de�nable in FO

k
. As a onsequene,

all properties (and queries produing only data values) remain de�nable in whileN [8℄.

One way to obtain a query omplete language is to extend while with the ability to introdue new

data values throughout the omputation. This is done by an instrution X := new(Y ), where X,Y are

relational variables and arity(X) = arity(Y ) + 1. This inserts in X all tuples of Y extended with an

additional oordinate ontaining a distint new data value for eah tuple (akin to a nondeterministially

hosen tuple identi�er). It turns out that this language, denoted whilenew , is query omplete for queries

whose answers do not ontain invented values. Interestingly, the language is not omplete when invented

values are allowed in the answer, due to the notorious opy elimination problem [5℄.

Trees The data trees we onsider are labeled, unranked and unordered. We assume given the following

disjoint in�nite sets: nodes N (denoted n,m), tags Σ (denoted a, b, . . .), data values D (denoted α, β, . . .),
possibly with subsripts. A tree is a �nite binary (parent) relation over N where all nodes have a single

parent exept for one (the root). A tree also has a labeling funtion assigning a tag or data value to

every node, with data values only assigned to leaves. We also assume that the trees are redued, i.e.,

a node annot have two sibling subtrees that are isomorphi by a mapping preserving tags and data

values. This is analogous to the set (rather than bag or list) semantis for relational databases. The set

of data values ourring in a tree I is denoted dom(I).
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Node2
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Node1

α2

Node2

α3

!TClosure

Figure 1: AXML tree

Tree queries Let Σ be a �nite set of tags. We de�ne the semanti notion of omputable query for trees

over Σ, by extending the lassial notion of omputable query for relational databases. The input trees

may be onstrained by a DTD ∆.

We use the following notions:

C-generiity: We extend the notion of C-generiity for some �nite set C of data values. A relation R on

trees with tags in Σ is C-generi if it is losed under all isomorphisms that preserve Σ and C (but

may rename all other data values). More preisely, R is C-generi if for eah one-to-one mapping

ρ over N ∪ D ∪ Σ suh that ρ(N) ⊆ N, ρ(D) ⊆ D, and ρ is the identity on Σ ∪ C, (I, J) ∈ R i�

(ρ(I), ρ(J)) ∈ R.

Computability: The notion of omputable is standard: A relation R is omputable if there exists a

nondeterministi Turing mahine MR that, given any order ≤ on data values and a standard

enoding en≤(I) of an input tree I on its tape, has a terminating omputation on input en≤(I)
with output en≤(J) i� 〈I, J〉 ∈ R.

De�nition 2.1 A tree query is a omputable, C-generi relation R from trees over Σ satisfying ∆ to

trees over Σ, suh that, for every 〈I, J〉 ∈ R: (i) dom(J) ⊆ dom(I) ∪ C, and (ii) I and J have disjoint

sets of nodes.

Condition (ii) in the de�nition is motivated by the fat that we do not view the spei� node ids as

semantially signi�ant. We say that a tree query language is query omplete if it expresses exatly the

set of all tree queries.

The de�nition of deterministi query is somewhat subtle. Sine tree queries produe as outputs trees

with new nodes, generiity preludes uniqueness of the result (intuitively, all hoies of new nodes must

be allowed). To overome this problem we de�ne a query R to be deterministi if it provides a unique

answer for eah input up to renaming of the nodes (labels remain unhanged). A tree query language is

deterministi query omplete if it expresses all deterministi tree queries.

3 AXML Query Languages

We introdue in this setion several query languages based on an abstration of AXML.

We assume given an in�nite set F of funtion names. For eah funtion name f , we also use the

symbols !f and ?f , alled funtion symbols, and denote by F!
the set {!f | f ∈ F} and by F?

the set

{?f | f ∈ F}. Intuitively, !f labels a node where a all to funtion f an be made (possible all), and

?f labels a node where a all to f has been made and some result is expeted (running all). After the

answer of a all at node n is returned, the node n is deleted.

An AXML tree is a tree whose internal nodes are labeled with tags in Σ and whose leaves are labeled

by either tags, funtion symbols, or data values. An AXML forest is a set of AXML trees. An example

of AXML tree is given in Figure 1.

To avoid repetitions of isomorphi sibling subtrees, we de�ne the notion of redued tree. A tree is

redued if it ontains no distint isomorphi sibling subtrees without running alls ?f . We heneforth

assume that all trees onsidered are redued, unless stated otherwise. However, the forest of an instane

may generally ontain multiple isomorphi trees.

DTD Trees may be onstrained using DTDs. Beause our trees are unordered, we use a variant of

DTDs that restrits, for eah tag a ∈ Σ, the labels of hildren that a-nodes may have

1

. As our trees are

unordered, we use Boolean ombinations of statements of the form |b| ≥ k for b ∈ Σ ∪ F! ∪ F? ∪ {dom}

1

Alternatively, we ould use automata on unordered trees.
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and k a non-negative integer. Validity of trees and of forests relative to a DTD is de�ned in the standard

way. For simpliity we assume that all DTDs speify trees with the same root labeled r. We all a DTD

stati if it does not allow funtion symbols, and ative otherwise.

PatternsWe use patterns as basi building bloks for our query languages. A pattern P is a tree-pattern

together with a ondition, de�ned next. We use two sorts of variables: strutural variables V,W, . . . that
bind to nodes labeled by tags and funtion symbols, and data variables X,Y, . . . binding to nodes labeled
by data values. A tree-pattern is a tree whose nodes are labeled by distint variables, and whose edges

are labeled by / (hild) or // (desendant), where desendant is re�exive. Additionally, eah node has

assoiated with it a sign: positive or negative. The default sign is positive, and we indiate nodes of

negative sign by a label ¬. The root of eah tree pattern must be positive. We all a node in the

tree pattern T a boundary node if it is the root or a node labeled ¬. For eah subtree S of T rooted

at a positive node, we denote by S+
the tree obtained by removing all its subtrees rooted at negative

nodes (inluding their roots). We assoiate to eah boundary node b of T a set of variables var(b) de�ned
reursively as follows. For the root r, var(r) is the set of variables in T+

. For an arbitrary boundary node

b, var(b) is the union of the variables in var(b′) for the boundary nodes b′ that are anestors of b, together
with the variables in S+

b , whih is the subtree of T rooted at b where the sign of b is made positive.

The ondition of T is a mapping ond assoiating to eah boundary node b a Boolean ombination of

equalities over var(b) of the form:

• V = t, where V is a strutural variable and t is a tag or funtion symbol; and

• X = Y , where X is a data variable and Y is a data variable or a data value.

A pattern P is a pair (T, ond), where T is a tree pattern and ond a ondition for T . By slight abuse,

we sometimes refer to nodes of P , meaning nodes in its tree pattern T .
Let P = (T, ond) be a pattern. The set of bindings of P into an AXML forest I is de�ned by

strutural reursion on P as follows. A binding of P into I is a mapping ν from var(T+) to the nodes of

I suh that:

• The hild and desendant relations are preserved.

• For eah data variable X , ν(X) is a node labeled by a data value.

• ond(r) is satis�ed. More preisely, an equality V = t is satis�ed for a strutural variable V if the

label of ν(V ) equals t, and X = Y is satis�ed for data variables X,Y if the data values labeling

ν(X) and ν(Y ) are equal (and similarly when Y is a data value).

• For eah maximal subtree N of T rooted at a negative node b, there is no extension of ν to a

binding of T ⊕ N where T ⊕ N is obtained from T by removing the label ¬ from the root of N ,

suh that ν satis�es ond(b).

Given an AXML forest I and a pattern P , we denote by Bind(P, I) the set of bindings of P into I.
We say that I satis�es P , denoted I |= P , if Bind(P, I) 6= ∅.

Example 3.1 Figure 2 shows a very simple pattern. When onditions uniquely speify labels of nodes,

we use an intuitive representation, as the right pattern in Figure 2. This annot always be done. For

example, if for the same tree pattern the ondition is V 0 = Graph ∧ V 2 = Node1 ∧ V 3 = Node2 ∧ (V 1 =
Self-Loop → X = Y ) ∧ (V 1 = Edge → X 6= Y ) then there is no �xed assignment of labels to nodes.

Finally, a more omplex pattern with negation, and its onise representation, are shown in Figure 3.

�

We sometimes use patterns that are evaluated relative to a spei�ed node in the tree. More preisely,

a relative pattern is one whose onditions may use equalities of the form V = self where self is a new

symbol. A relative pattern is evaluated on a pair (I, n) where I is a forest and n is a node of I. An

equality V = self is satis�ed by a binding ν if ν(V ) = n.

Pattern Queries As previously mentioned, patterns are the building bloks for our basi queries, as

shown next. A pattern query is a �nite set of rules of the form Body → Head , where Body is a pattern and

Head is a tree whose internal nodes are labeled by tags, and leaves are labeled by tags, funtion symbols

in F!
, or data variables in Body

+
. In addition, all variables in Head our under a designated onstrutor

node (marked by set brakets), speifying a form of nesting. When evaluated on a forest I, the answer

7



(a)

V0

V1

V2

X

V3

Y

(b)

Graph

Edge

Node1

X

Node2

X

Cond(V0)=

{

V0=Graph∧ V1=Edge

∧ V2=Node1∧ V3=Node2∧ X=Y

Figure 2: A simple pattern: full spei�ation (a) and onise version (b)

(a)
V0

V1

X1 ¬ V2

V3

X2 X3 ¬V4

X4

(b)
r

P

X ¬R

tup

X Y ¬Q

Y

(c)
r

P

X ¬R

tup

X Y ¬Q

Y

⇒ Collect

{X}

Boundary nodes = {V0,V2,V4}

V ar(V0) = {V0,V1,X1}

Cond(V0) = V0=r∧V1=P

V ar(V2) = V ar(V0)∪{V2,V3,X2,X3}

Cond(V2) = Cond(V0)∧V2=R∧V3=tup∧X1=X2

V ar(V4) = V ar(V2)∪{V4,X4}

Cond(V4) = Cond(V2)∧V4=Q∧X3=X4

Figure 3: A omplex pattern: (a) full spei�ation (b) onise version () a query using the pattern

is obtained using the bindings of Body

+
into I. The answer for the rule is obtained by replaing in Head

the subtree T rooted at the onstrutor node with a forest ontaining, for eah ν ∈ Bind(Body, I) a new

opy of T in whih eah label X is hanged to the data value labeling ν(X). The answer to the pattern

query is the union of the answers for eah rule (so a set of trees). A simple example of a pattern query

is shown in Figure 3. Its body is the pattern in Figure 3.

Note that, aording to this de�nition, variables in heads of queries extrat data values from the

input. We will onsider in Setion 6 an extension allowing variables in heads to extrat entire subtrees

from the input.

As for patterns, we may onsider queries evaluated relative to a spei�ed node in the input tree.

A relative pattern query is de�ned like a pattern query, exept that the bodies of its rules are relative

patterns.

Programs and instanes A QAXML program Q is a pair (Φ,∆) where Φ is a set of funtion de�nitions,

and ∆ is a DTD onstraining the initial instane.

We next provide more details, starting with Φ. For eah f ∈ F, let af be a new distint label in Σ.
Intuitively, af will be the root of a subtree where a all to f is being evaluated (this may be seen as a

workspae for the evaluation of the all). The spei�ation of a funtion f of Φ provides a all guard

(Boolean ombination of patterns), its input query (a relative query), return guard (Boolean ombination

of patterns with roots labeled af ), and return query (a pattern query with rules whose bodies have roots

labeled af ). When the input query is evaluated, self binds to the node at whih the all !f is made. The

role of the input query is to de�ne the initial state of the workspae of the all to f .
An AXML instane I is a pair (T, eval), where T is an AXML forest and eval an injetive funtion

over the set of nodes in T labeled with ?f for some f ∈ Φ suh that: (i) for eah n with label ?f , eval(n)
is a tree in T with root label af (its workspae), and (ii) every tree in T with root label af is eval(n) for
some n labeled ?f . Figure 4 shows an AXML instane.

The standard semantis of AXML is nondeterministi. At eah step of a omputation, one funtion

is alled or one funtion all returns its answer. Alternatively, one an provide a deterministi semantis,

in whih all alls and returns whose guards are true take plae simultaneously. This distintion is

8



Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

· · · Edge

Node1

α2

Node2

α3

?TClosure

aTClosure

Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

. . .

Figure 4: An AXML instane with an eval link

in the spirit of a distintion that has been onsidered for Datalog programs, for whih rules may be

�red simultaneously or one at a time. We denote the nondeterministi variant by NQAXML and the

deterministi one by DQAXML.

Nondeterministi semantis We �rst de�ne the standard nondeterministi semantis, yielding the

language NQAXML. Let I = (T, eval) and I ′ = (T′, eval') be instanes. The instane I ′ is a possible next

instane of I i� I ′ is obtained from I by making a all to some funtion whose all guard is true, or by

returning the answer to an existing all whose return guard is true. We denote by I ⊢ I ′ the fat that I ′

is a possible next instane of I.
We now provide more details. When a all to !f is made at node n, the label of n is hanged to ?f

and we add to the graph of eval the pair (n, T ′) where T ′
is a tree onsisting of a root af onneted to

the forest that is the result of evaluating the input query of f on input (T, n). When an answer to all

?f at node n is reeived, the trees in the answer are added as siblings of n, and n is deleted. The answer

an be returned only if eval(n) ontains no running alls ?g, in whih ase the answer onsists of the

result of evaluating the return query of f on eval(n), after whih (n, eval(n)) is removed from the graph

of eval.

Figure 4 shows a possible next instane for the instane of Figure 1 after a all has been made to

!TClosure.

We are interested in omputations of NQAXML programs. An initial instane of program Q = (Φ,∆)
is an instane onsisting of a single tree satisfying ∆. A omputation of Q is a maximal sequene

{(Ii)}0≤i<n, suh that n ∈ N ∪ {ω}, I0 satis�es ∆, and for eah i, 0 < i < n, Ii−1 ⊢ Ii. A omputation

is terminating if it is �nite.

Deterministi semantis QAXML programs an be given deterministi semantis by �ring at eah

transition all funtion alls and funtion returns whose guards hold in the urrent instane. The notion

of omputation is de�ned analogously to the nondeterministi ase. Of ourse, a QAXML program

with deterministi semantis has only one omputation on eah given input. QAXML programs with

deterministi semantis are denoted by DQAXML. We ontinue to refer to QAXML to denote programs

with either deterministi or nondeterministi semantis.

QAXML as a query language Consider a tree query R with input DTD ∆. Reall that inputs and

outputs of tree queries have no funtion symbols. In order to ompute R using QAXML, we add funtion

alls to the input under ertain nodes. An answer is the tree found under a designated new tag Out

whenever the program terminates. An example of a QAXML program omputing the transitive losure

of a graph is provided next.

Example 3.2 We exhibit a QAXML program with data variables, omputing the transitive losure

of a graph. A direted graph is represented as in Figure 5. The QAXML program uses two funtions:

TClosure to initialize the output and Iterate to perform eah iteration in the omputation of the transitive

losure.

The tree in Figure 6 represents the initial instane of the QAXML program. It is obtained from the

input tree in Figure 5 by adding a funtion all !TClosure under the root. A all to this funtion returns

a opy of the input graph and adds a funtion all !Iterate (Figure 7). Eah all to Iterate performs one

iteration in the omputation of transitive losure. It returns the edges obtained in the urrent iteration

and, if the last iteration has not yet been reahed, a new all !Iterate. In more detail, a all to Iterate �rst

reates a workspae ontaining the edges of the urrent iteration (new and old) under tag NewEdges, and

separately a opy of the old edges under tag OldEdges. The input query of Iterate is shown in Figure 8.

An instane obtained by the ativation of Iterate is depited in Figure 9.

The funtion Iterate returns the set of edges under NewEdges that are not also under OldEdges. If
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Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

· · · Edge

Node1

α2

Node2

α3

Figure 5: Input graph

Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

· · · Edge

Node1

α2

Node2

α3

!TClosure

Figure 6: QAXML initial instane

Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

· · · Edge

Node1

α2

Node2

α3

output

Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

· · · Edge

Node1

α2

Node2

α3

!Iterate

Figure 7: QAXML instane after return of TClosure

Graph

Edge

Node1

X

Node2

Z

Edge

Node1

Z

Node2

Y

⇒ NewEdges

{Edge}

Node1

X

Node2

Y

, Graph

output

Graph

Edge

Node1

X

Node2

Y

self

⇒ OldEdges

{Edge}

Node1

X

Node2

Y

Figure 8: Input query of Iterate

Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

· · · Edge

Node1

α2

Node2

α3

output

Graph

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α2

· · · Edge

Node1

α2

Node2

α3

?Iterate

aIterate

NewEdges

Edge

Node1

α1

Node2

α3

OldEdges

. . .

Figure 9: QAXML program after ativation of Iterate
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aIterate

NewEdges

Edge

Node1

X

Node2

Y

¬ OldEdges

Edge

Node1

X

Node2

Y

⇒ {Edge}

Node1

X

Node2

Y

, aIterate

NewEdges

Edge

Node1

X

Node2

Y

¬ OldEdges

Edge

Node1

X

Node2

Y

⇒ {!Iterate}

Figure 10: Return query of Iterate

this set is not empty (so the last iteration has not been reahed), it also returns a new all to Iterate.

The return query of Iterate is shown in Figure 10.

The omputation terminates when no new edges are added. �

We will study two extreme funtion embedding poliies: (i) the only funtion all allowed in the input

is under the root, and (ii) funtion alls are plaed under every node in the input (exept those labeled

by data values). Intermediate restritions on embeddings an be de�ned by various means that we leave

open, for instane by speifying the parents of funtion alls using their tags, by an MSO formula, et. As

we shall see, the allowed embedding of funtion alls into the input has drasti impat on expressiveness.

We onsider (i) in Setion 4, then (ii) in Setion 5.

4 QAXML with Isolated Funtions

A main objetive of the urrent study is to understand the impat on expressiveness of funtion alls

embedded in the data. We �rst onsider the ase when there is no non-trivial embedding in the input,

oupled with a restrition on how new funtions an be introdued. Without loss of generality, we an

assume that the initial instane ontains only one funtion symbol !f (other funtions an be added if

desired by a all to that funtion).

De�nition 4.1 A QAXML program with isolated funtions is a pair Q = (Φ,∆) where ∆ is a stati

DTD and for every query rule Body → Head used in Φ, no funtion symbol ours under the onstrutor

node in Head. For an instane I satisfying ∆, we denote by I ! the instane obtained by adding a all !f
under the root of I. The program Q expresses a tree query R with input DTD ∆ if for every I satisfying

∆, (I, O) ∈ R i� there exists a omputation of Q on I ! terminating with O as the unique subtree of a

unique node labeled Out (where Out is a new tag).

For instane, the QAXML program in Example 3.2 is a program with isolated funtions. The isolation

restrition plaes drasti limitations on the expressive power of QAXML programs. Rather surprisingly,

it turns out that this is losely related to de�nability by FO with a bounded number of variables, a

restrition well explored in the theory of relational query languages [16℄. We �rst elaborate on this

onnetion, whih provides a key tehnial tool. We then use it to establish equivalenies to languages

in the while family, extended to data trees, as well as to present a powerful normal form.

4.1 Isolated Funtions and FO

k
De�nability

We begin with an informal desription of the onnetion between QAXML with isolated funtions and

FO

k
de�nability. Let Q be a QAXML program with isolated funtions, with deterministi or nondeter-

ministi semantis. Suppose Q uses a �nite set C of data value onstants in its patterns. Consider a

omputation of Q on input I. In the ourse of the omputation, I remains unhanged and funtion alls

generate another subtree under the root r, as well as a forest of workspaes siblings to r. When a tree

pattern query is evaluated, a portion is bound to I and the rest to trees outside I. The bindings to I
an be pre-omputed for all relevant subpatterns and stored in a relational struture σ(I). Now onsider

the trees built in the ourse of the omputation. Reall that data values are introdued in suh trees

using pattern queries, by instantiating subtrees in the head rooted at onstrutor nodes with bindings

of the data variables. Let us all nodes obtained by suh instantiations expanded nodes. Let RE be the

relation onsisting of all bindings used in a given step of the omputation to produe expanded nodes by

applying a partiular query rule. We will show the following key fat:
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There exists k > 0 depending only on Q suh that eah RE is de�nable from σ(I) by an FO

k
formula

(using only onstants in C).

Reall that every relation de�nable in FOk
from σ(I) is a union of lasses of the equivalene relation

≡σ(I),k,C . Intuitively, this aptures the distinguishing power of Q with regard to data values. Computa-

tion on the atual data an in fat be replaed with omputation on the equivalene lasses of ≡σ(I),k,C ,

augmented with a total order on the lasses and the struture Ation(I, k, C) summarizing the ation

of FO

k
queries on the equivalene lasses (see the preliminaries). These an be omputed by a �xpoint

query, so also by a QAXML program with isolated funtions (in ptime). Beause of the total order, the

lasses of ≡σ(I),k,C an heneforth be abstrated as integers. As we will see, this provides a powerful

tehnial tool.

We now provide more details. Let Q be a QAXML program with isolated funtions. In the ourse

of the omputation of Q on input I, a tree is generated next to I under r, together with a forest of

workspaes sibling to r. As disussed earlier, when a tree pattern is evaluated, a portion is bound to I
and the rest to trees outside I, whih may be siblings of I under r, or workspaes rooted at ag for some

funtion g. We show how to pre-ompute the relational struture σ(I) holding the result of evaluating

on I a set of subpatterns depending only on Q. Consider a pattern P = (T, ondP ) of Q where T has

root r. Every hild subtree S of r in T an generally extrat some bindings from I. Reall that S an

only extrat data bindings using the data variables in S+
. However, the onditions attahed to S use

(i) strutural variables in var(T+) and (ii) data variables in var(T+) whih may inlude variables not

in S. To evaluate eah S independently, we do the following. To aount for (i), we onsider di�erent

instantiations of S for eah assignment of tags, funtion symbols, or self to the strutural variables in

T+
. To aount for (ii), we augment S with a subtree extrating all assignments of data values to the

data variables in T+
that are not in S+

. Now the bindings extrated by the di�erent S an be ombined

by joining them. The relational struture σ(I) ontains the sets of bindings extrated by eah suh S,
for all patterns P rooted at r.

In more detail, let P = (T, ondP ) be a pattern of Q as above, where T has root r. Let svar(T+)
be the set of strutural variables of T+

, and dvar(T+) the set of data variables of T+
. Let Γ be the

set of assignments of tags, funtion symbols of Q, or self to svar(T+), and for eah γ ∈ Γ, let ondγ

be the ondition ∧{V = γ(V ) | V ∈ svar(T+)}. Let S be the set of subtrees S of T whose roots are

hildren of r. For eah S ∈ S and eah γ ∈ Γ, we de�ne a pattern Sγ rooted at r with subtrees /S
and { //X | X ∈ dvar(T+) − dvar(S+)} and ondition de�ned by ond(r) = ondP (r) ∧ ondγ and

ond(b) = ondP (b) for all boundary nodes of S.
Note that for eah pattern P , the set of bindings of dvar(T+) on a given instane an be omputed by

applying independently the patterns extrated from T as above, and then ombining the results. More

preisely, the set of bindings is obtained by the following �formula� :

(†)
∨

γ∈Γ

(∧S∈SSγ)

To eah pattern P , γ ∈ Γ and Sγ as above we assoiate a relation RS,γ of arity |dvar(T+)|. Let σ be

the shema onsisting of all suh relations. For an input I, let σ(I) be the relational struture obtained
by evaluating eah Sγ on I.

Now onsider again the evaluation of a pattern P rooted at r in the ourse of the omputation of

Q on I. In view of (†), it follows that the set of bindings of dvar(T+) on the urrent instane an be

obtained using only σ(I) and evaluating the patterns of T on the tree from whih I has been removed.

We make this more preise. Let Pos by the set of patterns Sγ onstruted from P as above where the

root of S is positive, and Neg the set of Sγ with negative root. The set of bindings is:

(‡)
∨

γ∈Γ

(∧S∈Pos(RS,γ(X̄) ∨ Sγ(X̄)) ∧S∈Neg (RS,γ(X̄) ∧ Sγ(X̄)))

where X̄ = dvar(T+) and Sγ(X̄) is evaluated on the urrent instane from whih I has been removed.

This assumes that the remaining instane ontains all data values in I, whih an be easily ensured.

Now onsider a omputation of Q on input I. Reall the de�nition of expanded nodes generated in

the ourse of the omputation. Consider the expanded trees obtained as the answer to a a rule Body →
Head of a pattern query, with set B of bindings for the m variables in the head of the rule. To eah suh

set E of trees we assoiate a relation RE of arity m ontaining the bindings in B.
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The following key fat an be shown.

Lemma 4.2 Eah relation RE generated in the ourse of the omputation of Q on I as above is de�nable

by an FO

k
query from σ(I), for some k depending only on Q.

Proof: We provide the proof for NQAXML. The deterministi ase is similar.

Reall the language while

∗
N
de�ned in preliminaries. We onsider a nondeterministi variant N-while

∗
N

obtained by allowing a hoie operator, program1 | program2. We will show that every relation RE is

de�nable from σ(I) by a program in N-while

∗
N
. By results in [8℄ (where while

∗
N
is denoted while

++
), eah

relation not ontaining integers and de�nable in while

∗
N
is also de�nable in whileN so in FO

k
for some

�xed k depending on the program. This an be easily extended to the nondeterministi variants of the

languages.

In order to prove the lemma, we need to represent AXML instanes generated in the omputation of

an NQAXML program Q as relational strutures, onstruted from σ(I) by the N-while

∗
N
program. The

basi approah is to represent trees as binary relations on the nodes. As we will see, the nodes themselves

an be represented as tuples of bounded width ontaining labels and integers. This is needed beause the

domain is restrited to the initial data values in σ(I), but we must also represent the new nodes reated

throughout the omputation of Q. In addition, we must represent the eval links between funtion alls

and workspaes. To deal with this, we use the ability of N-while

∗
N
to insert integers in relations in the

ourse of the omputation. Their main use is as timestamps indiating the step in the omputation when

a node was reated. New nodes are represented as follows. Reall that these are reated by funtion

alls or returns.

Funtion alls Consider a funtion all to !g made at time t and the workspae onstruted by its

argument query. First note that the data variable bindings for eah pattern are easily de�ned by an

FO query using the desendant relation, de�nable in while

∗
N
. The formula uses σ(I) as well as the new

portion of the instane, mimiking (‡).
Assume that the query has a single rule Body → Head (the multiple rule ase is similar). We denote

by Head0 the tree obtained from Head by removing the subtree rooted at the onstrutor node {a}.
The nodes of the workspae onstruted at time t using the bindings are represented as tuples with the

following omponents

• eah node n labeled b that does not lie under the onstrutor node {a} is represented as (h, t)
where h is a string representation of Head0 where eah symbol is one oordinate of the tuple and

the position of n in the tree is marked. The inlusion of the entire tree h is useful for tehnial

reasons, as it enables ordering sibling nodes with the same label.

• eah expanded node n orresponding to binding β is represented as (h, t, β) where h is the string

representation of the onstrutor tree, with the position of n in the tree marked.

The link from the all ?g at node n to its workspae is represented by updating the timestamp of node

n to t, the same as that of the workspae.

Funtion returns Consider the simulation of a funtion return. The answer to the all is omputed

similarly to the above, with nodes labeled by the time of the return (details omitted). A subtlety is that

the program must also enfore the redution of sibling isomorphi trees that may have resulted from

the return. This an be done by reursively de�ning bottom-up pairs of roots of isomorphi subtrees.

Suppose that two isomorphi sibling subtrees rooted at n and m are deteted. Note that one of these

subtrees, say tree(n), must ontain the answer to the all, so it ontains the urrent maximum timestamp.

This allows distinguishing n and m and deleting one of them, say tree(m).

Choie of funtion all or return The funtion to be alled or returned is nondeterministially hosen

in the program Q. This an be simulated by a nondeterministi omputation of the N-while

∗
N
program

as follows. Reall that new funtion alls are never introdued in an expanded subtree. This means

that all funtion alls an be reahed by a depth-�rst traversal of the trees that ignores the expanded

subtrees. Sine the roots of all maximal trees have distint timestamps, the tree to explore is hosen

nondeterministially by the timestamp of the root. One the tree is hosen, its non-expanded portion
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must be explored in a depth-�rst manner. To do this, note that in the non-expanded portion of eah

tree, siblings have one of the two following properties:

(i) they have di�erent timestamp, or

(ii) they have the same timestamp, but are in distint positions in h.

This allows the depth-�rst traversal of the tree and the nondeterministi hoie of a funtion all. The

hoie of a funtion return is done similarly.

Now onsider the relation RE generated at time t0. This is de�ned by an N-while

∗
N
program w(t0)

using a loop that arries out the �rst t0 transitions, then selets the subinstane with timestamp t0 and

extrats RE. Thus eah RE is de�ned by w(t) so is de�nable in FO

k
for some k depending on w(t0). It

is easily seen that k does not depend on the partiular timestamp t0 parameterizing the program, so all

RE are de�nable in FO

k
. �

Remark 4.3 Observe that the struture σ(I) is built using the patterns of Q. The onstrution an be

made less dependent on the spei� Q by using a more general syntati riterion suh as the maximum

number of nodes k and the set C of onstants used in patterns of Q. The struture σ(I) an then be

replaed with a struture σk,C(I) depending only on k and C, onsisting of one relation for eah pattern

of size up to k using onstants in C. Of ourse, the number of relations in σk,C(I) may be exponential

in the number of relations in σ(I).

As we will see in Theorem 4.8, Lemma 4.2 an be used to show a powerful normal form for QAXML

programs. Informally, a program in the normal form �rst produes σ(I), ≡I,k,C with a total order,

and Ation(I, k, C), and then arries out the rest of the omputation on the quotient struture of the

above instane with respet to ≡I,k,C , in whih the ordered equivalene lasses of ≡I,k,C are replaed by

orresponding integers (represented as paths).

Using the above development, we show next that QAXML with isolated funtions is equivalent to

natural analogs of whileN to trees. We onsider �rst NQAXML, then DQAXML.

4.2 WhileN Languages for Trees

We de�ne an analog of the language whileN for trees. We �rst de�ne a nondeterministi variant, denoted

N-while

tree

N
, then a deterministi one denoted while

tree

N
. The language N-while

tree

N
uses integer variables

i, j, . . . (initialized to zero) and forest variables X,Y . . . inluding two distinguished variables In and Out,

for input and output respetively. In addition, it is equipped with one stak on whih the ontent of

forest variables an be pushed and popped. This stak is used primarily to build the result. The basi

instrutions are:

• inrement/derement i

• X := {T }, where X is a forest variable and T is a onstant AXML tree with no funtions

• X := Q(Y ), where X and Y are forest variables and Q a tree pattern query applied to Y

• X := Y ∪ Z where X,Y, Z are forest variables distint from In

• X := a[Y ], where X,Y are forest variables distint from In, a ∈ Σ (this assigns to X the tree with

root labeled a and all trees in Y as its hildren)

• push(X) (push the ontents of forest variable X 6= In on the stak)

• X := top (assign to X the top of the stak and pop it).

A program may onsist of a single instrution. More omplex programs may be obtained using the

following onstruts:

• while i > 0 do program

• while X 6= ∅ do program

• program1 ; program2 (omposition)

• program1 | program2 (nondeterministi hoie)
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Data: A tree representing a graph stored in Input

Result: A tree representing the transitive losure of the graph stored in Output

begin

New := QN(Input)
Di�erene := New
while Di�erene ! = ∅ do

Old := QOld(New)
New := New ∪ Old

Di�erene :=QNewEdges(New)
New := QMergeN(New ∪ Di�erene)

Output := QAnswer(New)
end

Figure 11: while

tree

N
program for transitive losure

A program also omes equipped with a DTD ∆ onstraining its input, provided in the initial instane

by variable In. An output is the ontent of variable Out in a �nal instane (whenever the omputation

terminates). A program W omputes a tree query R if for eah input tree I satisfying ∆, the set of

possible outputs of W is {J | 〈I, J〉 ∈ R}.
The deterministi variant of N-while

tree

N
, denoted while

tree

N
, is obtained by disallowing nondeterministi

hoie. We next provide an example of a while

tree

N
program.

Example 4.4 A while

tree

N
program omputing the transitive losure of the graph is skethed in Figure

11. We explain the notation. Besides Input and Output, the program uses variables Old (ontaining

a tree rooted at O), New (ontaining a tree rooted at N and sometimes also a tree rooted at O), and
Di�erene (ontaining a tree roted at N). Query QN initializes variable New to Input in whih the root

label Graph is hanged to N . The query QOld opies the ontents of New, relabeling the root to O. The
query QNewEdges omputes the new edges of the next iteration (those not present in the tree of New

rooted at O), similarly to the query in Figure 10. The new edges are plaed in a tree rooted at N . Note

that New∪Di�erene is a forest ontaining two trees rooted at N . The query QMergeN merges the two

trees into a single tree rooted at N (by taking the union of the subtrees under the two roots). Finally

the query QAnswer opies New while hanging the label N bak to Graph for the �nal answer. �

4.3 NQAXML with Isolated Funtions

We now return to NQAXML and show the following main result.

Theorem 4.5 NQAXML programs with isolated funtions express the same set of tree queries as N-

while

tree

N
.

Proof: We begin with the simulation of N-while

tree

N
by NQAXML with isolated funtions.

Lemma 4.6 Every tree query expressible by an N-while

tree

N
program an also be expressed by an NQAXML

program with isolated funtions.

Proof: Let W be an N-while

tree

N
program with input DTD ∆ with root label r, de�ning a tree query R.

We outline its simulation by an NQAXML program P with isolated funtions.

The program W uses forest variables X,Y, . . . and integer variables i, j, . . .. Reall that the input to
the program is the initial value of the variable In, whih is a tree satisfying ∆. The DTD ∆r for the

initial instane of the NQAXML program P is ∆ modi�ed to require a hild labeled !f under the root

(labeled r).
The initial all to !f returns several funtion alls that will be needed in the simulation and that we

desribe as we go along.

There are several main omponents of the simulation:

• representing the ontents of variables (forests and integers)

• simulating individual instrutions modifying the variables

• simulating the ontrol
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To generate and represent the ontent of variable X in NQAXML, we use a tree with a speial root

rX ontaining initially a funtion all !X . The ontent of X is represented by a forest of subtrees under

rX . To distinguish the urrent ontents from previous ones, we mark the urrent subtrees by a funtion

!urrent (that vanishes when a new assignment is simulated). Some ontrol (to be explained further)

determines whih instrution is simulated. We onsider next the instrutions in turn.

An assignment X := Q(Y ) is simulated by ativating !X . The ontrol determines that !X is replaed

by !XQ a funtion that simulates this partiular instrution. The funtion !XQ applies Q to the urrent

forest of rY . This generates a workspae with root aX ontaining Q(Y ). The return query of !XQ simply

opies the ontent of the workspae. This is easly done by turning the heads of rules of Q into bodies of

rules for the return query.

Now onsider the assignments X := Y ∪Z and X := a[Y ]. These are trikier beause of the di�ulty

of �opying� a tree from X to Y in NQAXML (reall that pattern queries extrat data values but annot

opy subtrees). Note also that the program W ould, for instane, onstrut trees of unbounded depth

bottom-up using these operators (and the stak), whereas P must onstrut trees top-down by repeated

funtion alls. To deal with this, we will need to adorn all trees produed in the simulation with additional

funtions used to failitate opying in a manner similar to pebbles plaed on nodes.

Consider a omputation of a NQAXML program. Reall that data values are introdued in trees

using pattern queries, by instantiating subtrees in the head rooted at onstrutor nodes with bindings

for the data variables. As before, let us all nodes obtained by suh instantiations expanded nodes, and

the others unexpanded. One an easily modify the NQAXML program so that eah unexpanded node

has as hild a node labeled by a partiular funtion !mark that will be useful for opying trees in the

simulation. Expanded nodes annot be marked beause funtions annot our under onstrutor nodes.

Consider a tree T marked as above, whose root is not an expanded node. Suppose we wish to reate

a opy of a tree T starting with a all to a funtion !opy. We begin by marking the root r of T with a

all to its hild !mark and making a all to !opy that returns a tree with a root having the same label as

r and as a hild another all !opy. Next, subtrees of T are reursively opied by alls to !opy, following
a nondeterministi depth-�rst traversal visiting the non-expanded nodes of T , making use of the marker

provided by alls to !mark. Expanded subtrees ourring as hildren of non-expanded nodes are opied

by pattern queries obtained by turning all heads of the pattern queries used in the original program into

bodies that are opied in the head. Of ourse, the bodies have to be augmented with patterns limiting

appliation of the query to subtrees of the urrent node in the depth-�rst traversal of T .
The instrutions X := Y ∪Z and X := a[Y ] an now be easily simulated using the above tehnique.

For X := Y ∪ Z, the trees in Y and Z are opied into X in arbitrary order. For X := a[Y ], a �rst all

generates root a with hild !opy, after whih all trees of Y are opied under a.
Now onsider the stak s of forests. We assoiate to s a funtion !s. The ontents of s is represented

by a hain of workspaes generated by alls to !s, eah holding the orresponding forest. To simulate

push(X), a new all to !s is made, whih generates the workspae orresponding to the new top of the

stak. This ontains another all to !s, as well as the ontents of X , opied to the workspae by the same

tehnique as above. To simulate X := top, the forest in the last workspae of the hain is opied in X and

the all ?s in the previous workspae returns its answer !s (this pops the stak). Some straightforward

bookkeeping is needed to prevent undesired multiple pops and pushes (details omitted).

Consider integer variables. To eah integer variable i we assoiate a funtion !i. Inrements and

derements are implemented similarly to the stak, by a hain of alls to !i. Thus, a all to !i produes
a workspae ontaining another all !i. The ontent of i is represented by the number of ative alls

?i in the instane. Inrement is implemented by a all to !i in the last workspae, and derement by

returning an answer to the last all ?i. Again, some bookkeeping is needed to prevent undesired multiple

inrements and derements.

We �nally disuss the ontrol. This is simulated using a funtion assoiated to eah instrution of

the program. The urrent instrution is identi�ed by the presene of an ative all to the orresponding

funtion. At eah point, at most one suh ative all is present, and guards are used for sequening

and to verify the loop onditions. In addition, some bookkeeping is needed to signal the beginning and

ompletion of the simulation of eah instrution as desribed above. �

The onverse simulation is muh more intriate and makes ritial use of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.7 Eah tree query expressible by a NQAXML program with isolated funtions an also be

expressed by an N-while

tree

N
program.
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Proof: The simulation of the NQAXML program Q onsists of several stages:

(i) Compute from I a representation of the relational struture σ(I);

(ii) For the k provided by Lemma 4.2, ompute from σ(I) the ordered set of equivalene lasses ≡I,k,C ,

and the instane Ation(I, k, C) de�ned in Setion 2, where C is the set of data values mentioned

in Q;

(iii) Compute a Turing Mahine tape representation of σ(I) and Ation(I, k, C), in whih eah lass of

≡I,k,C is represented by the orresponding integer;

(iv) Simulate the Turing mahine omputing the answers to Q given as input the above tape; and

(v) For eah terminating omputation, produe in variable Out the output tree enoded on the tape.

We brie�y outline eah of the above stages. In the simulation, relational strutures are represented

in a standard way by bounded trees whose leaves are data values. The omputation of σ(I) is done

by applying to I the pattern de�ning eah relation in σ and assigning the result to a orresponding

forest variable. For (ii), reall that ≡I,k,C and Ation(I, k, C) an be omputed from σ(I) by a �xpoint

query, so by while and N-while

tree
N

. Consider (iii). Reall that the equivalene lasses ≡I,k,C are totally

ordered, so eah lass an be identi�ed with an integer. Moreover, eah relation in σ(I) ontains a set

of suh equivalene lasses, and Ation(I, k, C) onsists of relations on the equivalene lasses. Thus,

these an be represented on the tape using the integers orresponding to the lasses. The sequene

of symbols on the resulting tape enoding an be read as an integer (whose base is the number of

tape alphabet symbols), whih is easy to generate using an N-while

tree
N

program (in fat even by a

whileN program). Eah terminating omputation of the nondeterministi Turing mahine simulating Q

produes a �nal tape enoding an output tree, whose orresponding integer an be obtained again by

an N-while

tree
N

program, beause N-while

tree
N

is omputationally omplete on integers. The output tree

an be represented on the �nal tape in a standard way as a string, exept for nodes of expanded trees,

beause individual data values are not available to the Turing mahine. Instead, onsider an expanded

subtree RE obtained by a query rule Body → Head with onstrutor subtree T using a set of bindings B

for the variables in T . By Lemma 4.2, RE onsists of a set {i1, . . . , im} of equivalene lasses of ≡I,k,C

(the ij are the orresponding integers) and an be represented by string(T ){i1, . . . , im}. Finally, onsider
(v). The output tree is produed from the tape representation using the instrutions X := Y ∪ Z and

X := a[Y ], together with the stak. More preisely, subtrees of the output are generated in the order

of a depth-�rst traversal of the tree on the tape. Whenever a subtree is generated it is pushed on the

stak. When all sibling subtrees sitting under a node labeled a are generated, they are popped from the

stak one-by-one and aumulated in a forest variable X , and the subtree rooted at a is obtained by an

instrution X := a[X ]. Non-expanded leaves are easily generated using some onstant trees, one for eah

tag. Expanded subtrees represented as string(T ){i1, . . . , im} are generated as follows. The equivalene

lasses orresponding to {i1, . . . , im} are �rst olleted in a relation B using the order on ≡I,k,C . The

expanded subtrees are obtained by applying to B a query Body → Head whose data variables in Body

bind to all tuples in B and whose head is T (with the root as onstrutor node). �

This ompletes the proof of Theorem 4.5. �

The two-way simulations above yield a powerful normal form. We use the notation of Setion 4.1.

Theorem 4.8 For eah NQAXML program Q with isolated funtions there is an equivalent program Q
nf

e�etively obtained from Q, whose omputation on input I onsists of the following three phases:

1. a ptime omputation produing a standard tree representation of the relational struture σ(I),
≡I,k,C with a total order, and Ation(I, k, C);

2. an arbitrary omputation on a representation of the quotient struture of the above instane with

respet to ≡I,k,C, in whih the ordered equivalene lasses of ≡I,k,C are replaed by their ranks;

3. a ptime omputation (in the size of the output) produing the result.

In partiular, note that (1) redues in ptime the omputation to one without data values, (2) is a

omputation with no data values, and (3) produes in ptime the �nal result with its data values. The

ranks of equivalene lasses in the quotient struture are represented by hains of funtion alls.
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Remark 4.9 Observe that the index of ≡I,k,C , so the size of the input to phase (2), may be arbitrarily

smaller than the input I. In fat, as shown in [3℄, for inputs that are standard tree representations of

relations, there is a onstant M > 0 so that the expeted index of ≡I,k,C (under uniform distribution)

is asymptotially bounded by M . This suggests a potential opportunity for optimization, using the om-

pressed representation provided by the quotient struture. The analysis is harder if the input is not a

representation of a relation. Note also that σ(I) may be arbitrarily smaller than I (for example, I may

onsist of a very deep tree with a single data value, and σ(I) may use only that data value). Thus, in

the best ase, a double ompression takes plae: �rst from I to σ(I), and then from σ(I) to the quotient

struture.

The following is now immediate.

Corollary 4.10 The normal form of Theorem 4.8 also applies to N-while

tree
N

programs. Additionally,

phases (1) and (3) an be expressed by while

tree
N

programs (i.e. without nondeterministi instrution

hoie).

Remark 4.11 One might wonder if it is possible to relax the de�nition of QAXML with isolated funtions

while preserving Lemma 4.2 and Theorems 4.5 and 4.8. This an be done to a limited extent. For example

one an show that the results ontinue to hold if we allow funtions to be plaed under tags that may

our only one in every valid input. Indeed, these an be simulated by NQAXML programs with isolated

funtions. Going further is non-trivial. To illustrate this, we note that one annot even allow funtions

under tags that may appear twie in valid trees without losing the above results. Indeed, onsider the

DTD ∆
r → a a, a → |dom| ≥ 0

Suppose funtions are allowed under a. One an write a NQAXML program whih, on a given input,

outputs nondeterministially one of the sets of data values under the a's. It is easy to see, by generiity,

that there is no N-while

tree

N
program omputing this query. The problem an be irumvented in various

ways, for instane by bounding the number of data values allowed under a. In fat, it remains open to

haraterize where funtions an be plaed so that Lemma 4.2 and equivalene to N-while

tree

N
still hold.

4.4 DQAXML with Isolated Funtions

We now onsider deterministi QAXML with isolated funtions. As we will see, muh of the previous

development transfers to this ase.

Reall that while

tree

N
denotes the language N-while

tree

N
without the nondeterministi instrution hoie

onstrut. Thus, while

tree

N
expresses a subset of the queries de�ned by N-while

tree

N
. For a language

expressing both deterministi and nondeterministi queries, let us all the set of deterministi queries it

expresses its deterministi fragment. It will be useful to note the following.

Theorem 4.12 The language while

tree

N
expresses preisely the deterministi fragment of N-while

tree

N
.

Proof: By de�nition, while

tree

N
is inluded in the deterministi fragment of N-while

tree

N
. Conversely,

onsider an N-while

tree

N
program W de�ning a deterministi query. We use the normal form provided

by Corollary 4.10. The only nondeterministi portion of the normal form is Phase (2), onsisting of the

simulation of a nondeterministi Turing mahine produing an enoding of the output. However, sine

the output is the same for all omputations, the Turing mahine an be determinized. Sine while

tree

N
is

omputationally omplete on integers, Phase (2) an be omputed by a while

tree

N
program. Thus, W an

be expressed by a while

tree

N
program. �

We now show the analog of Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 4.13 DQAXML programs with isolated funtions express the same set of tree queries as

while

tree

N
.

Proof: The proof of Theorem 4.5 largely transfers to the deterministi ase. Consider �rst a while

tree

N

program. Theorem 4.12 in onjuntion with Corollary 4.10 show that the normal form applies to while

tree

N
.

Phase (1) an be easily expressed by a DQAXML program with isolated funtions. Reall that Phase
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(2) onsists of simulating a deterministi Turing mahine omputation produing an enoding of the

output tree. This an also be arried out by a DQAXML program with isolated funtions, by simulating

integers similarly to the proof of Lemma 4.6. Finally, Phase (3) onsists of building the output tree

from its tape representation. In while

tree

N
, this is done using the stak and the instrutions X := Y ∪ Z

and X := a[Y ]. However, QAXML an irumvent this and diretly onstrut the output tree from

the tape representation. This is done top-down, by mimiking a depth-�rst traversal of the tree on the

tape and generating the orresponding nodes. The expanded subtrees in the output are generated as

in the proof of Lemma 4.7. More preisely, onsider an expanded forest represented on the tape as

string(T ){i1, . . . , im}. To generate the forest, the equivalene lasses orresponding to {i1, . . . , im} are

�rst olleted in a relation B using the order on ≡I,k,C produed in Phase (1). The expanded forest is

obtained by applying to B a query Body → Head whose data variables in Body bind to all tuples in B
and whose head is T (with the root as onstrutor node).

Conversely, onsider a DQAXML program with isolated funtions. The simulation by while

tree

N
is

similar to that in the proof of Lemma 4.7, making one again ruial use of Lemma 4.2. �

As a onsequene of Theorems 4.5, 4.12 and 4.13, we have the following nontrivial result.

Theorem 4.14 DQAXML with isolated funtions expresses preisely the deterministi fragment of NQAXML

with isolated funtions.

Finally, the same normal forms hold for DQAXML with isolated funtions and for while

tree

N
as for

their nondeterministi ounterparts.

4.5 Boolean queries

We onsider here Boolean queries, for whih some of the earlier results an be strengthened. In partiular,

onstruting the answer is trivial for suh queries. As we will see, this renders redundant some instrutions

and the stak in the while languages.

Consider an NQAXML program Q. We say that Q is Boolean if whenever it terminates, it produes

as output a tree onsisting of a single node labeled aept or rejet. A omputation is aepting if it

terminates with output aept. An input I is aepted by Q if Q has at least one aepting omputation

on I. Boolean N-while

tree
N

programs are de�ned analogously. The de�nitions for Boolean deterministi

QAXML and while

tree
N

programs are similar. We say that two Boolean programs are equivalent (or de�ne

the same property) if they have the same input DTD and aept the same set of instanes.

For Boolean queries, we are able to obtain a stronger version of Theorem 4.5.

Theorem 4.15 The following languages express the same Boolean tree queries:

(i) NQAXML and DQAXML with isolated funtions;

(ii) N-while

tree

N
and while

tree

N
with or without the stak and instrutions of the form X := Y ∪ Z,

X := a[Y ];

Proof: The equivalene of Boolean NQAXML and DQAXML follows from Theorem 4.14 and the fol-

lowing fat:

(†) The set of Boolean queries expressed by NQAXML programs with isolated funtions equals the

set of Boolean queries in its deterministi fragment.

The proof of (†) relies one again on the normal form for NQAXML with isolated funtions. In the

normal form, the nondeterministi portion of the omputation is simulated by a Turing mahine, so

aeptane an be determinized.

The equivalene of N-while

tree

N
and while

tree

N
is similar. Note from the proof of the normal form that

the stak and instrutions X := Y ∪ Z, X := a[Y ] are only used to onstrut the output tree from the

tape. For Boolean queries, the output an be onstruted without these instrutions or the stak, so

these are redundant. Finally, the equivalene of DQAXML and while

tree

N
follows from Theorem 4.13. �

We additionally obtain the following stronger normal form for Boolean programs.
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Corollary 4.16 For eah Boolean (non)deterministi QAXML program Q with isolated funtions there

is a (non)de-terministi Boolean QAXML program Q
nf

with isolated funtions, e�etively omputable

from Q, that de�nes the same property, whose omputation onsists of the following phases:

1. a ptime omputation (in the size of the input);

2. an arbitrary omputation on an instane with no data values.

The normal form shows that data values an be eliminated by a pre-proessing phase in ptime,

regardless of the overall omplexity of the property. The same normal form holds for Boolean (N)-

while

tree
N

programs, with the addition that no stak or instrutions X := Y ∪ Z, X := a[Y ] are used in

the normal form.

Expressiveness of QAXML with isolated funtions The above development points to limitations

in the expressive power of QAXML with isolated funtions that are reminisent of limitations of whileN

in the relational ontext. In partiular, the 0/1 law for properties de�nable by whileN is inherited from

the relational ontext, for inputs onsisting of trees enoding relations. More preisely, onsider anm-ary

relation R and its standard tree representation desribed by the following DTD ∆R:

R → |tup| ≥ 0
tup → |A1| = 1 ∧ . . . ∧ |Am| = 1
Ai → |dom| = 1, 1 ≤ i ≤ m

It is easily seen that (non)deterministi QAXML with isolated funtions, input DTD ∆R, and no onstant

data values, has a 0-1 law. It would be interesting to haraterize the lass of input DTDs for whih the

0-1 law ontinues to hold.

The 0-1 law for relational inputs shows that there are simple properties that annot be expressed in

QAXML with isolated funtions, e.g., evenness of the number of data values in inputs over ∆R. This is

despite the fat that QAXML with isolated funtions is omputationally omplete, sine it an simulate

arbitrary omputations on integers. A reason for this limitation is the strit separation between data

and omputation, imposed by the isolation ondition. We next show that this an be largely overome

by loser integration of the two, provided by embedded funtions.

5 QAXML with Dense Funtions

We now onsider QAXML that an have embedded funtions throughout the input. Intuitively, we would

expet this to lead to ompleteness, alleviating the limitations of isolated funtions. This turns out to

be true for nondeterministi semantis, but false in the deterministi ase. This is due to a variant of

the "opy elimination problem".

De�nition 5.1 A QAXML program with dense funtions is a pair Q = (Φ,∆) where Φ is a set of

funtion de�nitions and ∆ a stati DTD. For an instane I satisfying ∆, we denote by I !
∗

the instane

obtained by adding a all !f under every node of I whose label is a tag. The program Q expresses a tree

query R with input DTD ∆ if for every I satisfying ∆, (I, O) ∈ R i� there exists a omputation of Q on

I !
∗

terminating with O as the unique subtree of a unique node labeled Out.

In other words, a QAXML program with dense funtions is one that has in the initial instane a

funtion all !f as a hild of eah tag.

Nondeterministi semantis The main result on NQAXML with dense funtions is the following.

Theorem 5.2 NQAXML with dense funtions is query omplete.

Proof: Let R be a tree query with input DTD ∆. Let I be an input to R. We begin with a pre-proessing

stage. Reall that programs with dense funtions adorn their inputs with a funtion all under eah tag.

However, individual data values are not marked with funtion alls in the same manner. As a preliminary

step, we reate a tree I∗ that is idential to I, exept that eah data value d is replaed by a subtree

e[d !f ] where e is a new tag. Suh a tree an be generated by mimiking nondeterministially a depth-�rst

traversal of I. Whenever a tag is enountered, a node labeled with the same tag is generated in I∗ (with
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its aompanying funtion all). Data values are treated di�erently: all sibling data values are olleted

using a funtion all, whih returns the desired set of trees e[d! f ] for eah d. Thus, eah ourrene of

a data value now has assoiated to it a unique funtion all.

With I∗ onstruted, the omputation of R has several phases:

(i) onstrut an ordering ≤ of the data values in I;

(ii) ompute an enoding en≤(I) of I on a Turing mahine input tape;

(iii) simulate the Turing mahine omputing R;

(iv) if the Turing mahine terminates, onstrut the tree J whose enoding en≤(J) is on the �nal tape

of the mahine.

We brie�y outline steps (i)-(iv) above. An ordering ≤ an be onstruted nondeterministially by

marking in arbitrary order the data values using their assoiated funtion alls, and adding eah newly

deteted value to the order. For (ii), we onsider an enoding en≤(I
∗) representing I∗ in a standard

string notation, where eah data value is replaed by the integer orresponding to its rank w.r.t. ≤ (for

simpliity integers are represented in unary). The enoding is produed, one again, by a nondeterministi

depth-�rst traversal of I∗ (onsulting ≤ whenever a data value is enountered). The Turing mahine

tape is represented by a path where eah node represents a tape ell and has assoiated to it its ontent.

In addition, eah suh node is adorned by funtion alls used as markers, whih allows simulating the

Turing mahine omputation. The nondeterministi ontrol is easily simulated by a nondeterministi

hoie of funtion alls whose guards test the onditions assoiated to eah move. The output of the

Turing mahine, if it exists, onsists of en≤(J) where J is the output of R on I. The tree J an then

be generated from the tape in some depth-�rst order, replaing eah integer by its orresponding data

value given by ≤. �

Deterministi semantisWe now onsider DQAXML with dense funtions. Reall that in the ase of

isolated funtions, DQAXML was as expressive as the deterministi fragment of NQAXML. Interestingly,

this turns out not to be the ase with dense funtions, as shown next.

Theorem 5.3 DQAXML with dense funtions is not omplete.

Proof: Reall the standard DTD ∆R assoiated with a relation shema R. Let R be a unary relation

shema and onsider the query R whose input DTD is ∆R. Thus, its input is essentially a set of n
data values. The output onsists of a tree rooted at r, with n! subtrees, eah representing a suessor

relation among the n data values. We laim that there is no DQAXML program with dense funtions

that omputes R. The proof relies on a strutural property involving the automorphisms of instanes

produed in the omputation of any DQAXML program on input I. The property shows that any

program omputing R must produe more than one opy of the answer.

Let Q be a DQAXML program with dense funtions, running on the inputs of R. Let I be an input

with a set D of n data values (where n an be taken to be as large as needed). Consider an instane

E obtained in the ourse of the omputation of Q on I. Reall that E onsists of a forest of whih

one tree is rooted at R and the others are workspaes of ative funtion alls. Let tree(E) be the tree

obtained from E by adding all edges onneting nodes labeled by ative funtion alls to the roots of

their orresponding workspaes. For eah node u, we denote by tree(u) the subtree of tree(E) rooted at

u. For nodes u, v, where one is an anestor of the other in tree(E), we denote by δ(u, v) the distane

between u and v. We show the following:

(†) There exists a mapping σ from the nodes of tree(E) to subsets of D suh that:

1. σ(root(tree(E))) = ∅;

2. if u is an anestor of v then σ(u) ⊆ σ(v);

3. for eah node u and permutation π of D �xing σ(u), there is an extension π̄ of π to an

automorphism of tree(u) that ommutes with σ (so σ(π̄(v)) = π̄(σ(v)) for every v);

4. for all nodes u, v suh that u is the parent of v in tree(E), |σ(v) − σ(u)| ≤ k, where k is the

maximum number of variables in a query or pattern of Q.
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The proof of (†) is by indution on the number of steps leading to E. The intuition is the following.

First, all permutations of D are automorphisms of the input, so by generiity every instane obtained

throughout the omputation has the same property. However, subtrees generated by funtion alls and

returns may be dependent on a �xed set of data values, beause heads of queries may attah new funtion

alls to eah binding of its variables. The mapping σ assoiates to eah node u the set of data values on

whih tree(u) depends.
We outline the indution. The basis is obvious. Suppose (†) holds in a reahable instane E and E′

is

obtained from E in one step. In the transition, all funtions whose all guards are true are ativated, and

those whose return guards hold return their answer. Consider a funtion all !h at a node u. We extend

σ to the workspae reated by the all as follows: for nodes v that are not expanded nodes, σ(v) = σ(u).
For an expanded node v obtained with binding β, σ(v) is σ(u) together with the data values in β (at

most k). It is lear that (2)-(3) hold for the nodes in the workspae (and all workspaes generated in

parallel by funtion alls), and (4) holds for the entire E′
. Now onsider all returns. Consider the

answer returned by a all at node u. Similarly to the above, σ is extended to the nodes in the answer, by

augmenting σ(u) for expanded nodes with the data values in the orresponding bindings. Again, (2)-(3)

hold for the new nodes, and (4) ontinues to hold for the entire E′
. Finally, it an be easily shown that

(3) ontinues to hold for nodes w of E′
that already exists in E, beause of the indution hypothesis and

the fat that bindings of patterns applied to E ompose with automorphisms of E. This establishes (†).
Now suppose that Q produes at some point in its omputation an instane E ontaining a subtree

rooted at node u labeled Out, having the output of R as unique subtree. Consider σ(u). Suppose

�rst that σ(u) 6= ∅. By (1,2,4), and assuming that n > k, there exists an anestor w of u suh that

∅ 6= σ(w) 6= D. Consider a permutation π of D suh that π(σ(w)) 6= σ(w). Sine σ(root(tree(E))) = ∅,
and by (3), π an be extended to an automorphism π̄ of tree(E) that ommutes with σ. It follows that
π̄(w) 6= w, so π̄(u) 6= u. Thus, E ontains at least two distint subtrees rooted at Out. Now suppose

that σ(u) = ∅. Reall that u has a hild labeled r, under whih sit the n! trees representing the suessor
relations orresponding to the permutations of D. Consider the root w of suh a tree. Note that the

distane between u and w is 2. Thus, by (4), |σ(w)| ≤ 2 · k. Pik a ∈ D − σ(w) (assuming without

loss of generality that D is large enough) and onsider a permutation π of D that �xes σ(w) for whih
π(a) 6= a. By (3), π an be extended to an automorphism π̄ of tree(w). This is a ontradition, sine the

suessor relation represented by tree(w) is rigid (its only automorphism is the identity).

From the above it follows that no instane E omputed by Q from I an ontain a single output tree

of the desired form. Thus, R annot be omputed by any DQAXML program with dense funtions. �

Note that the ounterexample in the proof of Theorem 5.3 uses bounded-depth inputs and outputs.

Thus, DQAXML with dense funtions is not omplete even in this ase. However, it is omplete for

inputs and outputs enoding relations. Reall that ∆R denotes the standard DTD orresponding to a

relation shema R.

Theorem 5.4 Let R and S be relation shemas and R be a deterministi tree query with input DTD

∆R, suh that every output satis�es ∆S . Then there exists a DQAXML program with dense funtions

that expresses R.

Proof: The omputation of R on input I over ∆R proeeds in stages similar to those in the proof of

Theorem 5.2, but rendered more subtle by the lak of nondeterminism. In partiular, all orderings of the

data values in I must be onstruted, and the Turing mahine is simulated in parallel for all orderings.

In more detail, the omputation of R on input I over ∆R proeeds as follows:

(i) onstrut all orderings of the set of data values in I;

(ii) for eah ordering ≤ ompute an enoding en≤(I) of I as a Turing mahine input tape;

(iii) simulate the Turing mahine omputing R, in parallel on all enodings;

(iv) if the Turing mahine terminates, onstrut for eah ≤ a subtree ontaining an isomorphi opy of

the tree J whose enoding en≤(J) is on the �nal tape of the Turing mahine orresponding to ≤;

(v) Construt a single tree rooted at Out that ontains J as unique subtree.
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The onstrution of the orderings in (i) proeeds as follows. Suppose I has arity k and ontains n data

values. The onstrution is initiated by alling a funtion !f whose body ollets all data values using

variable X and whose head is {a}[X, !f ]. The funtion returns the same forest, produing n subtrees,

eah rooted at a and holding one data value (together with !f). After j iterations of parallel alls to all

!f , we have onstruted the pre�xes of length j of all orderings of the n data values. In the next step, a

all to !f ollets all data values X not yet in the pre�x held by the path to !f , and returns as before

a subtree a[X, !f ] for eah suh X . After n steps, all orderings of n data values have been onstruted.

Note that eah path from root to leaf represents one ordering.

The omputation of the enoding en≤(I) proeeds as follows. First, a opy of I is reated by a

funtion all attahed to ≤. The enoding en≤(I) onsists of the k-tuples of integers obtained from the

tuples of I, by replaing eah data value with its rank with respet to ≤. This is represented by a path

where eah node represents a tape ell and has assoiated to it its ontent (for simpliity integers are

represented in unary). In addition, eah suh node is adorned by funtion alls used as markers of the

ells, whih allows simulating the Turing mahine omputation on this input. For eah ordering ≤, the
output of the Turing mahine, if it exists, onsists of en≤(J). A opy of J an then be generated by

deoding it from the tape, whih involves replaing eah integer by its orresponding data value given by

≤. Finally, in step (v), a new, unique opy of J under root Out is obtained using a query that ollets

the tuples from all opies of J . �

The above proof relies ruially on the fat that the input and output of R are trees representing

relations and thus have highly regular struture. In partiular, onstruting a single opy of the output is

easily done in this ase, but is impossible for arbitrary outputs. This follows from the proof of Theorem

5.3, sine the query R shown not to be expressible has relational input but nonrelational (although

bounded-depth) output. In this ase, one an ompute multiple opies of the answer, but a single �nal

opy annot be obtained. This is a tehnial problem similar to the well-known opy elimination problem

arising in some relational and objet-oriented query languages [5℄. One an show the following.

Corollary 5.5 Let R be a relation shema. For eah deterministi tree query R with input DTD ∆R,

there exists a DQAXML program Q with dense funtions and input DTD ∆R whih, for every input I
of R, produes an instane ontaining a set of subtrees with root Out, eah ontaining a unique subtree

isomorphi to the output of R on I.

Thus, for relational input, DQAXML with dense funtions is omplete up to opy elimination.

Sine for Boolean queries the output is relational, we have the following.

Corollary 5.6 Let R be a relation shema. Every Boolean tree query with input DTD ∆R is expressed

by some DQAXML program with dense funtions.

It remains open to give a preise haraterization of the input and output DTDs for whih DQAXML

is omplete as in Theorem 5.4 and Corollary 5.6.

Remark 5.7 Reall that the QAXML languages with isolated funtions have natural ounterparts in

the while family of languages. As we will see in the next setion, this also holds for QAXML with tree

variables. We know of no while ounterpart for the QAXML languages with dense funtions and no tree

variables.

6 QAXML with Tree Variables

In the previous setions, we onsidered the impat of embedding funtions into data, where the queries

used by funtions extrat bindings of data values. In partiular, we showed that there are drasti

di�erenes in expressiveness between the isolated and dense ases. We now onsider QAXML with more

powerful queries equipped with tree variables, that an extrat and ompare entire subtrees from the

input. We show how the piture hanges in this ase due to the inreased power of the basi queries.

First, programs with isolated funtions are muh more powerful. Indeed, in the deterministi ase they

beome omplete. In the nondeterministi ase, the language is not omplete, but remains so for a

restrited kind of nondeterminism, ourring at the ontrol level but not at the data level. With dense
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t !initialize

Figure 12: Initial instane for the QAXML

T
program Parity

Tree

t Tree

t1 · · · tk Odd Tree

t
′

1
· · · Even !deeper

· · ·

Even !result

Figure 13: Intermediate instane in the omputation of the QAXML

T
program Parity

funtions, this restrition an be lifted. In fat, only an intermediate form of density is needed for

nondeterministi ompleteness, allowing funtions to our under onstrutor nodes of queries, but not

embedded in the input.

We begin by de�ning QAXML with tree variables. We outline the di�erenes with the model desribed

in Setion 3. We no longer distinguish in patterns between strutural and data variables. Instead, eah

variable may bind to any node in the input tree. However, we introdue two types of equality: shallow

equality X = Y where X is a variable and Y is a variable, tag, funtion symbol, or data value, and deep

equality X =d Y , where X and Y are variables. The semantis is standard. Variables in heads of queries

return an isomorphi opy of the entire subtree rooted at the node to whih they bind. Relative patterns

and queries are de�ned as before, by allowing equalities of the form X = self. We denote QAXML with

tree variables by QAXML

T
. The notion of isolated and dense program remains unhanged. We next

provide an example of a QAXML

T
program.

Example 6.1 We exhibit a QAXML

T
program with isolated funtions and tree variables omputing the

parity of the depth of the input tree (the depth is the maximum number of edges in a path from root to

leaf). The root of the input tree is labeled Tree. The programs return a node with label Even if the depth

of the input is even and Odd otherwise. The QAXML

T
program has isolated funtions and omputes

the desired query with either deterministi or nondeterministi semantis. The main omponent of the

QAXML

T
program is a funtion deeper that extrats, at eah invoation, all subtrees whose roots are

at a given depth in the input tree (the depth inreases by one at eah iteration). A parity �ag is �ipped

at eah invoation, and the funtion is alled until no more subtrees are obtained. Figure 13 depits an

intermediate instane in the omputation of the program.

In more detail, the initial instane is of the form shown in Figure 12, with a funtion !initialize under

the root. The omputation starts with a all to !initialize that returns a node labeled Even and two alls

!deeper and !result. We all a subtree proper if its root is not labeled by a funtion symbol or a parity

�ag Even or Odd. The all guard of deeper ensures that the funtion is only alled if the alling node

has at least one proper sibling subtree. The input query of deeper is shown in Figure 14. It opies the

sibling parity �ag Even or Odd and the proper siblings subtrees of the funtion all. The return query,

shown in Figure 15, returns under a root Tree all subtrees whose roots are at depth one in the opied

subtrees, and �ips the parity �ag Even to Odd or onversely. The funtion result is alled when deeper

an no longer be ativated, i.e. when the urrent all to deeper with no proper sibling subtree. The all

to result returns a tree rooted at Output with one hild labeled by the parity �ag sibling to !deeper. �
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Figure 14: The input query of deeper
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We now establish the expressive power of QAXML

T
with isolated funtions and deterministi seman-

tis, denoted DQAXML

T
.

Theorem 6.2 DQAXML

T
with isolated funtions is query omplete.

Proof: The high-level struture of the proof is similar to that of Theorem 5.2, but the lak of dense

funtions ompliates the onstrution.

Let R be a deterministi tree query with input DTD ∆, omputable by some Turing mahine M . The

simulation of R by a QAXML

T
program with isolated funtions on input I onsists of several phases:

(i) onstrut simultaneously all orderings of the data values in I;

(ii) for eah ordering ≤, onstrut a standard tape enoding en≤(I);

(iii) for eah ≤, simulate the omputation of M on en≤(I);

(iv) if M terminates, output J suh that the �nal tape of M ontains enc≤(J); sine R is deterministi,

J independent of ≤. Produe one opy of J as the result.

We next elaborate on phases (i)− (iv). Consider (i). The simultaneous onstrution of all suessor

relations on data values is similar to (i) in the proof of Theorem 5.4, where dense funtions were used.

This is now feasible with isolated funtions beause entire subtrees de�ning partial suessor relations an

be opied simultaneously by a single query using tree variables. Su�xes of the suessors are onstruted

reursively bottom-up. First, the set of data values is olleted and eah is plaed under a node labeled

a, representing all su�xes of length one. Suppose a forest of all su�xes of length n has been onstruted,

onsisting of a path of nodes labeled a, eah with a hild holding a distint data value. The su�xes are

extended by one using a query whose body ollets the bindings of two variables: S binding to a urrent

su�x and X binding to a data value not ourring in S. The head of the query is {a}[X,S] where a is

a �xed tag. This extends eah S with all hoies of data values not yet inluded in S.
Consider (ii). For eah ordering ≤ onstruted above, we use the same string enoding en≤(I) as in

Theorem 5.2. The onstrution an now be done simultaneously for all ordering by arrying the order as

a parameter in a tree variable. The onstrution of the enoding has two phases. First, we indutively

ompute a total order ≺ on the set of subtrees of I (up to isomorphism) indued in some standard way

by ≤ and a �xed order on tags. We then generate for eah ≤ a path whose nodes are marked with the

symbols of en≤(I). This is done by arrying out a depth-�rst traversal of I using ≺, and updating the

enoding with an opening or losing tag every time a node is visited. In order to be able to baktrak,

the anestors of the urrent node in the traversal are marked until all their subtrees have been visited.

Eah modi�ation of the marking involves reonstruting the tree bottom-up, whih an be done due to

the tree variables.

With en≤(I) onstruted, the omputation of M is easily simulated. Eah move involves reon-

struting the tape bottom-up and modifying markers orresponding to the state and position of the

head. Extending the tape poses no problem. If M terminates, its �nal on�guration is by de�nition

en≤(J), where J is the unique answer of R on I (sine R is deterministi). The tree J is onstruted

for eah ≤ in a depth-�rst manner, using again markings to distinguish unompleted trees. Eah time

a node is added, the entire tree is generated again bottom-up. It is straightforward to replae unary

integers with their orresponding data values wrt ≤. Finally, the isomorphi versions of J obtained for

eah ≤ are opied under a new root labeled Out using a tree variable. Beause isomorphi sibling trees

are automatially redued in our semantis, this results in a single opy of J , ompleting (iv). �

We now onsider QAXML

T
with nondeterministi semantis, denoted NQAXML

T
. It turns out

that NQAXML

T
is not query omplete. For example, it annot express the query Choie that outputs

one arbitrary data value from the input. Intuitively, this is beause NQAXML

T
with isolated funtions

provides nondeterminism in the ontrol, but not in hoie of data. This an apture a limited form of

nondeterminism that we all weak nondeterminism. For a tree T and automorphism π of T , we denote
by πd the restrition of π to the set of data values in T .

De�nition 6.3 A tree query R is weakly nondeterministi if for every input-output pair 〈I, J〉 of R and

automorphism π of I, πd an be extended to an automorphism of J .
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For example, the query Choie is not weakly nondeterministi. The queryQa∨b that outputs either the

set of data values under some tag a or the set of data values under tag b is weakly nondeterministi. Note

that the input DTD is important: the same program may de�ne a query that is weakly nondeterministi

with respet to some input DTD, but not so with respet to another. The query Qa∨b happens to be

weakly nondeterministi for all input DTDs.

Theorem 6.4 NQAXML

T
with isolated funtions expresses preisely the weakly nondeterministi tree

queries.

Proof: Let E be an instane obtained from input I in the ourse of the omputation of a QAXML

T

program with isolated funtions. An easy indution on the number of steps in the omputation shows

that for every automorphism π of I, πd an be extended to an automorphism of E. Sine the �nal

instane ontains a single tree rooted at Out, the output J also satis�es the property. Thus, every query

expressible by QAXML

T
with isolated funtions is weakly nondeterministi.

Conversely, let R be a weakly nondeterministi tree query omputed by a Turing mahine M . A

NQAXML

T
program omputing R is obtained similarly to (i)-(iv) in the proof of Theorem 6.2, with some

modi�ations. The simulation now involves the following steps:

(i) onstrut simultaneously all orderings of the data values in I;

(ii) for eah ordering ≤, onstrut a standard tape enoding en≤(I);

() selet the set of M of orderings ≤ for whih en≤(I) is minimum (as a string) among the enodings

for all orderings and denote the minimum enoding by enM(I);

(d) for all ≤ ∈ M, simulate the same omputation of M on enM(I);

(e) ifM terminates, output, for eah ≤ ∈ M, the tree J suh that the �nal tape ofM ontains en≤(J);
beause R is weakly nondeterministi, all J 's obtained for the ≤ ∈ M are isomorphi. Produe one

opy of J as the result.

Stages (i) and (ii) are arried out as before. Step () is straightforward, and (d) is done as before

exept that nondeterministi moves are simulated by having a di�erent funtion for eah move, of whih

one is ativated nondeterministially at eah transition. We justify the laim made in (e). Let ≤i ∈ M

and Ji be suh that the �nal tape of M is en≤i
(Ji), i = 1, 2. We show that J1 and J2 are isomorphi.

Let πi be the isomorphism that replaes in I every data value by the integer representing its rank w.r.t.

≤i. Sine en≤1
(I) = en≤2

(I), π1(I) = π2(I) and π1 ◦ π
−1
2 is an isomorphism from J1 to J2. Thus, the

outputs produed for all ≤ ∈ M are isomorphi. To output a single opy of the output J , a �nal query

ollets all opies of J under a new root Out, using a tree variable. �

To summarize the results in this setion so far, QAXML

T
with isolated funtions is omplete for

deterministi queries, but falls short for nondeterministi queries. It is lear that allowing dense funtions

leads to a omplete language, as for QAXML. However, full density is not required. We say that a

QAXML

T
program is query-dense if funtion alls an only our under the root in the initial instane,

but are allowed under onstrutor nodes in heads of queries. Thus, programs with query-dense funtions

are a hybrid allowing only isolated funtions in the input but dense funtions in queries. We have the

following.

Theorem 6.5 NQAXML

T
with query-dense funtions is query omplete.

Finally, we note that Theorems 6.2 and 6.5 yield some strong normal forms for QAXML

T
programs.

Theorem 6.6 (i) For every DQAXML

T
program one an e�etively onstrut an equivalent DQAXML

T

program with isolated funtions. (ii) For every NQAXML

T
program one an e�etively onstrut an

equivalent NQAXML

T
program with query-dense funtions.

While with tree variables

We next de�ne simple variants of the while language that are equivalent to the (non)deterministi
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QAXML

T
languages. The deterministi language, denoted while

T
, has forest variables X,Y, Z, . . ., as-

signments X := ϕ(Y ) (where X a variable, Y is a variables or a onstant tree, and ϕ is a tree pattern

query with tree variables), and an iterator while X 6= ∅ do. The nondeterministi version of the language,

denoted N-while

T
, is obtained by introduing ontrol hoie program1 | program2. As before, there are

two distinguished variables, In and Out holding the input and output to the query.

Note that, unlike (N)-whiletree
N

, these languages have no integer variables, no stak, and no tree

onstrutors, beause all an be simulated using tree variables. We give an example of a while

T
program.

Example 6.7 A while

T
program omputing the parity of the depth of the input tree (see Example 6.1)

is skethed below.

Data: A tree stored in Input

Result: A node labeled by Even or Odd, stored in Output

begin

Parity := Even

Tree := Children(Input)
while Tree! = ∅ do

Parity := Flip(Parity)
Tree := Children(Tree)

Output := Parity

end

The query Flip hanges the label Even to Odd and Odd to Even. The query Children returns all

subtrees whose roots are at depth one in the forest to whih it is applied. �

The following establishes the onnetion between the (N)-whileT and QAXML

T
languages. The

proofs are similar to Theorems 6.2 and 6.4 and are omitted.

Theorem 6.8 (i) whileT is equivalent to DQAXML

T
with isolated funtions and is query omplete; (ii)

N-while

T
is equivalent to NQAXML

T
with isolated funtions and expresses exatly the weakly nondeter-

ministi tree queries.

In order to obtain a omplete nondeterministi language, N-while

T
has to be extended with a tree

hoie onstrut. To this end, we add an assignmentX := hoose(Y ), where X and Y are forest variables.

This assigns to X one tree nondeterministially hosen from the forest in Y . We denote the language

extended with this form of data nondeterminism by Nd
-while

T
. The following is immediate.

Theorem 6.9 N

d
-while

T
is query omplete and therefore equivalent to NQAXML

T
with query-dense

funtions.

It turns out that a single use of data nondeterminism at the end of the omputation is su�ient to

ahieve ompleteness. This yields a normal form for N

d
-while

T
programs that pushes all nondeterminism

into the last step.

Corollary 6.10 Every N

d
-while

T
program P an be written as Q;{Out := hoose(Y )} where Q is a

deterministi while

T
program.

Proof: It is lear that every N

d
-while

T
program P an be written as Q;{Out := hoose(Y )} where Q

is a N -while

T
program. Reall that the instrution nondeterminism in Q is needed for the simulation

of a nondeterministi Turing mahine on enodings of the input. However, the nondeterminism an be

absorbed into the last step by deterministially generating all hoies and keeping them until the end of

the omputation. This makes ruial use of tree variables and renders Q deterministi. �

Naturally, the determinization in the normal form omes at the ost of an exponential blowup in the

size of intermediate instanes generated in the omputation.
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7 Conlusion

We investigated highly expressive query languages on unordered data trees. We foused largely on

QAXML, beause this language turned out to be a very appropriate vehile for understanding the impat

and interplay of various language features on expressiveness: (i) the integration of data and omputation,

(ii) the use of tree versus data variables and (iii) the use of deterministi vs. nondeterministi ontrol.

When patterns and queries do not have tree variables, QAXML with isolated funtions has expres-

siveness limitations reminisent of relational while languages. It also has similarly powerful normal forms,

shown by adapting tehniques related to FO

k
de�nability. We see the presentation of these normal forms

as a major ontribution of the paper. We show in partiular that NQAXML is equivalent to the muh

simpler N-while

tree

N
and DQAXML to while

tree

N
. With dense funtions, NQAXML beomes omplete,

while DQAXML falls short even for relational input, due to the opy elimination problem. Interestingly,

the deterministi fragment of NQAXML is stritly more expressive than DQAXML (so nondetermin-

ism inreases the ability to express deterministi queries). We do not know of a natural deterministi

omplete language without deep equality and tree opying.

Tree variables in patterns and queries partly alleviate the limitations of isolated funtions: DQAXML

with isolated funtions beomes omplete with tree variables, but NQAXML falls short of apturing full

nondeterminism. To obtain nondeterministi ompleteness for NQAXML, isolation must be relaxed. The

results suggest that dense funtions and tree variables are alternatives for ahieving query ompleteness,

modulo the subtle limitations mentioned above.

A number of interesting issues were raised by the present work. We mention a few:

• haraterize relaxations of the isolation ondition for whih the results on isolated QAXML pro-

grams ontinue to hold.

• haraterize the input and output DTDs for whih DQAXML with dense funtions is query-

omplete, or query-omplete up to opy elimination.

• haraterize the input DTDs for whih properties de�ned by QAXML programs with isolated

funtions also follow 0-1 laws.

• �nd natural, deterministi, query-omplete languages without deep equality or tree opying.

Many lassial models of omputation on trees are based on automata and transduers. We plan to

onsider in future work various forms of transduers for unordered data trees, and their onnetion to

query languages. While a nondeterministi, query-omplete transduer is easy to design, this appears to

be more hallenging for the deterministi ase.
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